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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a high-level overview of a
methodology for analysing window shade use in
existing buildings. Time-lapse photography is paired
with a robust image recognition algorithm to
facilitate assessment of shade use and identify any
possible trends. The methodology applied on a highrise building consisting of multiple open plan offices.
The analysis showed that the mean shade occlusion
and the shade movement rate depend on façade
orientation, with the near-south façade having the
highest values and the near-north façade having the
lowest ones. An average shade use rate of 0.5/day
was observed, with the 72% of the shades never
adjusted, throughout the period of observation.

INTRODUCTION
Occupants tend to be inactive shade users with only
40% being readjusted any given day, in one study,
with a range of use from daily to never (Inoue et al.,
1988). Instead of being highly-responsive to glare
conditions, occupants tend to leave their shades in a
position that “causes the least trouble”(Bordass et al.,
2001). As a result, buildings tend to have much
higher mean occlusions than instantaneous weather
conditions would suggest. This leads to unnecessary
electric lighting use and ultimately inflates energy
use relative to what designers might expect.
In order to better quantify occupant behaviour with
regards to dynamic shading device control, about a
dozen researchers have studied their use in real
buildings for a duration of days to six years (O’Brien
et al., 2013). The ultimate purpose of the researchers
ranged from a mere understanding on the key
motivators of shade control to establishing a detailed
stochastic model based on one or more
environmental variables. The studies have generally
concluded that solar-related factors (namely glare)
are the greatest motivators for shade movement and
that indoor temperature has little impact on it. Those
without air conditioning do use shades to help control
thermal comfort. Occupants with easier access to the
shades controls tend to be more active users (Sutter,
et al., 2006). Façade orientation and solar penetration
depth are among the best predictors of mean shade
occlusion. The literature consistently reports that
south-facing façades have the greatest mean
occlusion and north-facing façades have the least.
However, two of the key metrics – mean shade
occlusions and shade movement rate – vary

considerably between studies and anomalies are
commonplace. Many researchers have acknowledged
that their results are skewed by unique building
characteristics or occupancy patters, including:
anidolic reflectors, multiple sets of blinds per space,
multiple occupancy, views and privacy, and
automated lighting controls, to name a few.
Thus, there is a sufficient lack of understanding in
manually controlled shade use to justify further and
more extensive studies. The objective of this work is
to identify and quantify possible triggers and
tendencies
on
manually-controlled
shades’
movement and positions, through a revised
observational methodology. The long-term objective
of this research project is to develop occupant
behaviour models for shading controls that can be
universally applied to building performance models
and advanced shade controls.

METHODOLOGY
There are three major categories of techniques
currently existing to monitor occupant-controlled
shade patterns: i) time-lapse photography of the
exterior building façade, ii) shades position (electromechanical) sensors and iii) building walkthroughs.
This paper focuses on time-lapse photography on
roller shades; a non-invasive technique that allows
large sample sizes to be captured. Researchers (Rea,
1984) have found that image analysis is a very timeconsuming process and they often reduce the sample
size – either spatial or temporal – to reduce effort.
However, if the image processing is automated, it
could be a low-cost, efficient process. As initially
stated by O’Brien et al. (2010), the technique can be
limited mainly by weather conditions (e.g. rain or
fog), visual obstructions and veiling reflections on
the building façade.
The general methodology can be summarized into
four major steps: i) time-lapse photography, ii) image
pre-processing, iii) image recognition and iv) data
analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the major steps.
Time-lapse photography
A digital camera, with sufficient image resolution (3
megapixels and above, depending on the façade size)
captures instantaneous shade positions of an entire
building façade. A polarizing filter can be used to
minimize veiling reflections. The photographic
vantage points should be fixed and be as close as
possible to normal to the façade surface, to avoid any
image distortion due to photographic angle. In
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addition, the low shade operation frequency found by
most studies (Rea, 1984, Inoue et al., 1988, Pigg et
al., 1996, Inkarojrit, 2008) suggests that time-lapse
photography should extend over a period of a few
days to a few weeks and a sampling rate of no less
than twice daily.
Image pre-processing
Each image is taken or converted to greyscale to
reduce complexity in the image recognition
algorithm. The pixel coordinates of the corners of the
building façade should be specified. If the vantage
points are not fixed, the pixel coordinates have to be
identified for each individual image. A projective
transformation of each image should be performed,
in order to ensure equal façade geometries (e.g.
location, width and height of windows) through timelapsed images and to facilitate the next step.

discrete times (Inoue et al., 1988). It is given
by:

1 n
SMR  ( ) ( N i )
n i 1



(2)

 dp

(3)
where ( N i )  countif  i  0 
 dt

 Shade Use Ratio (SUR), defined as the ratio of
shades moved j times (j=0,1,2,…), during a
period (e.g. daily). It is given by:
Mj
(4)
SUR j 
n
All metrics can be expressed as a function of time of
the day, season, solar radiation (direct and/or diffuse)
incident on or transmitted though façade, façade
orientation and solar penetration depth (Reinhart and
Voss, 2003).

Image recognition
Each image is processed using an image recognition
program that was custom-built in MATLAB. The
program has the ability to determine the individual
windows and recognize the position of the shade, due
to pixel intensity jump between shaded and unshaded
part of the window. For windows for which the
shades were fully open or fully closed, this method
cannot be used, since the pixel intensity jump only
occurs at the top and bottom of the window. To
resolve this, the pixel intensity (grayness) of the
shade is estimated based on the neighbouring shades
(three window radius). This intensity is then used as
a threshold to predict whether the current shade is
fully up or fully down.
The position of each shade is translated to a fraction
of unity, where 0 is for fully open and 1 is for fully
closed shade. An m-by-n matrix is generated, where
m is the number of shades per floor and n the number
of storeys. Each matrix element represents a fraction
closed of a shade.
As the pixels’ intensity of shades cannot be
universally defined due to sunlight patterns,
reflections and possible obstructions, the program
should allow manual correction (depending on the
required accuracy), in order to minimize errors on the
shades’ position. A detailed semi-automated image
recognition process can be found on O’Brien et al.,
(2010).
Data analysis
The data analysis can provide, but is not limited to,
the following metrics.
 Mean Shade Occlusion (MSO), defined as the
average fraction that the shades are closed, for
the façade of interest. It is given by:

1 n
MSO  ( ) ( pi )
n i1



(1)

 Shade Movement Rate (SMR), defined as the
fraction of shades that are moved between two

Figure 1 The major steps of time-lapse photography
technique: time-lapse photography (top), image preprocessing (middle) and image recognition (bottom).

CASE STUDY
A high-rise commercial office building in Montreal
was selected as a large scale (more than 1200
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windows)) case study. The building consists of two
towers off similar heigh
ht. The buildinng orientationn, the
neighbouuring buildingss and their heiight as well ass the
facades oof interest are illustrated
i
in Figure
F
2.
The curtaain wall façadde (Figure 1) consists of 0..8 m
height off opaque spandrel on the loower part, andd 1.9
m height of fixed doub
ble glazed winndow on the uppper
part (estiimated visiblee transmittancce of 0.5-0.6)), on
each storrey. Roller shhades (visiblee transmittancce of
0.05) aree installed on
n each window
w, which can
n be
manuallyy and individdually controllled by a pullling
chain.
Each storrey has severaal open plan offices with acccess
to window
ws with one or
o more orienttations. The offfice
depth froom the façadee can vary froom 9 m to 18
8 m.
Office cuubicles of 1.1
1 m, 1.4 m and
a 1.7 m heeight
(with orr without transparent separations) are
distributeed throughouut the officees. The cubiicles
closest too the façade arre located 0.7 m away.
The wallls and seperattions are lighht grey (estim
mated
reflectancce of 0.6-0.7) while the flooor carpet app
pears
with greyy geometrical patterns (estimated reflectaance
of 0.4-0.55).
Direct-inddirect suspended fluoresceent luminairess are
used on eeach office, coontrolled by occupancy
o
sen
nsors
and manuual on-off swittches.

TIME-L
LAPSE PHO
OTOGRAP
PHY AND
IMAGE
E RECOGN
NITION
A time-laapse photograaphy techniquue was appliedd on
the case study. A tripood-mounted Canon
C
PowerS
Shot
me-lapsed imaages,
A480 waas used to caapture the tim
from the street level. The vantagee points for each
e
o Figure 2 (e.g.
(
“ne” vanntage
façade arre illustrated on
point for the NE façadee and so on).

minnimize the ph
hotographic anngle, veiling reflections
r
andd obstructions. An hourly sampling rate was
choosen for this study,
s
driven by the hourlyy weather
dataa available an
nd to comprom
mise betweenn temporal
resoolution and efffort (O’Brien et al., 2013). The timelapssed images were taken duriing the weekddays of 29
Januuary, 27 Mayy and 4 Decem
mber, betweenn 8AM to
6PM
M.
A weather file (Hydro-Quebe
(
ec, 2013)
gennerated based on a data available
a
from
m a local
weaather station (located 13 km from thhe subject
buillding) was used.
u
Figure 3 presents the
t
global
horizontal solar radiation an
nd the inciddent solar
a it was estiimated for
radiiation on the SW façade, as
the three sunny days,
d
using EnnergyPlus.
Table 1
Summ
mary of facadees of interest
NUMBER
OF
STOREYS

NE

N35oE

375

15

SE

S55oE

432

18

o

208

13

o

216

12

SW
NW

S35 W
N W
N55

To assess the imaages, a projecttive transform
mation was
appplied to ensu
ure equal façade geomettries. The
imaages were proocessed and trransformed too a matrix,
usinng the image recognition program.
p
Lesss than 4%
of the
t shade poositions requirred manual ccorrection,
dem
monstrating thhe robustness of
o the algorithhm. These
werre mostly ideentified by the
t
software as being
unccertain.

l
with the
Figure 2 Plan view off the building location,
façaddes of interest (bold black lines). Building
g
hts are noted.
heigh
Table 1 summarizes the number of windows and
ntation that weere photograp
phed.
floors perr façade orien
The facaddes of interestt represent onee third of the total
t
building façade and there
t
were chhosen in ordeer to

ORIE
ENTATION

NUMBER
OF
WINDOWS
STUDIED

NAME
N
OF
FA
AÇADE

Figure 3 Globbal horizontall solar radiation and
F
incident so
olar radiation of the SW faççade
w
taken froom the street level and
As the images were
duee to the 90 m building heeight, the phootographic
anggle was too steep for the
t
image reecognition
algoorithm to idenntify shade poosition movem
ments that
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varied lesss than 10%. Therefore, anny shade posiition
movemennts less than 10% were discarded.
d
Thiis is
considereed insignifican
nt since such adjustments have
h
and
minimal impact on ovverall solar transmittance
t
ultimatelyy comfort and
d energy use. T
To overcome this,
the vantaage points could
c
be locaated on elevvated
locations (e.g. top off the roof off a neighbou
uring
building).
Finally, the
t data was statically anaalysed in ordeer to
identify ppossible patterns on the occcupant-contro
olled
shades.

ound to be inddependent
currrent study thee MSO was fo
of global horizo
ontal solar raadiation, inciddent solar
radiiation on façaade, direct solar radiation inncident on
façaade, transmitteed solar radiattion through ffaçade and
solaar penetrationn depth (Reinnhart and Voss, 2003).
Notte that all irraadiance valuess were estimaated based
on the availablee weather filee, using the P
Perez sky
moddel (Perez ett al., 1990). Moreover, thhe images
werre taken on sunny
s
days only.
o
Any vaariation of
MS
SO between sunny
s
and ovvercast days would
w
not
beccome apparentt on this study
y.

RESUL
LTS AND DISCUSSIO
D
ON
Mean Sh
hade Occlusioon
MSO is one of the most
m
useful metrics for feeding
occupant behaviour models,
m
as it
i represents the
preferredd shade posittion. It signiifies the aveerage
energy performance of
o the façade (SHGC, U-vvalue
and solarr transmittancce) but it is not always a good
g
indicator of the dayligghting levels, since they highly
depend on
o the positiion of the inndividual shaades.
Thus, beeyond the MSO,
M
for thiss study the first
quartile ((25% of shad
de occlusion), median (50%
% of
shade occclusion) and third quartilee (75% of shhade
occlusionn) were reportted, indicatingg the variatio
on of
shade possitions on the façade of inteerest.
The anallysis showed that MSO iss nearly consstant
during thhe period of a day (daily efffect) (Figure 4,
4 on
the last page)
p
and bettween differennt days througgh a
year (seasonal effect), within 3 perccentage pointss, for
all the faaçade orientattions studied. Similar finddings
were repoorted by Rea (1984). On thhe contrary, Innoue
et al. (19988) reported that MSO was relatively high
h
on east facades duriing occupantts arrival annd it
graduallyy decreased thhroughout thhe day, while the
opposite occurred on the west faccades. Zhang and
Barrett (22012) found a significant seasonal
s
variaation
on MSO,, for non-nortth facing facaades. Nonetheless,
all three studies werre performedd on venetiann or
vertical bblinds.
Previous studies (Inkaarojrit, 2008, Pigg et al., 1996
1
and Rubiin et al., 19877) found that the
t highest vaalues
of MSO ooccurred on near
n south-faciing facades, while
w
near nortth-facing oness were most likely
l
to havee the
lowest M
MSO. The ratiio of south-too-north MSO was
found to be as high as
a 5.0 (Mahddavi et al., 20008),
under sunnny conditionns. The curreent study founnd a
near soutth-facing (SW
W) MSO of 84%, a near--east
(SE) and near-west (N
NW) MSO of 70% and a nearn
north (NE
E) MSO of 60
0% (Figure 5)); a south-to-n
north
MSO ratiio of 1.4.
One woould expect that
t
solar raddiation and solar
s
geometryy would have a significant impact
i
on shaades’
position and thus, on MSO. Lindssay and Littleefair
found that MSO is higherr on sunny days
d
(1992) fo
versus clloudy ones. Reinhart
R
and Voss (2003) and
Inoue et al. (1988) reported
r
that solar penetraation
dicator of MSO; as the solar
s
depth is a good ind
penetratioon increases, the MSO inncreases. On the

F
Figure
5 Meann Shade Occluusion as a function of
façade orientation
Ratte of change
Liteerature suggessts that occuppants rarely move
m
their
shades in a periood of day. Reeported averaage shade
om 0.05/day (Lindsay and Littlefair,
use rates vary fro
a 2006). Thhe current
19992) to 0.7/dayy (Sutter et al.,
anaalysis showed an average shhade use rate of
o 0.5/day,
whiile 72% of the shades were never adjusted
(SU
UR0=72%), 122 percentage points higherr than the
highhest reportedd value (Inoue et al., 1988). An
aveerage of 12
2% adjusted their shaddes 1/day
(SU
UR1=12%),
%
adjustedd
2/day
while
10%
(SU
UR2=10%) (F
Figure 6). Despite
D
variaations, no
deppendence of SURi on faaçade orientaation was
appparent.
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Shade M
Movement Ratte
SMR is useful
u
for idenntifying the trriggers that made
m
the occuppants readjustt their shadess, but it doess not
indicate the directionn of the acction (raisingg or
lowering the shades). On this studyy, the directioon of
the shadee movement iss noted, when necessary.
Pigg et all. (1996) obseerved that the SMR was higher
at south facing façades but not att a high leveel of
statisticall significance. Similarly, one
o would exxpect
the lowesst SMR to ap
ppear on the near-north faacing
façade, ddue to admisssion of diffusse and consisstent
daylight. However, due
d
to a higgh percentagee of
R are so low that it is diffficult
stationaryy shades, SMR
for someeone to draw conclusions for the trendss on
shade moovements. Inooue et al. (19888) overcame this
issue by eliminating the
t stationaryy shades from
m his
o
analysis aand focusing on the movedd shades, in order
to identiffy potential trriggers on shaade movemennt. A
similar aapproach is followed on this study with
w
emphasiss on the moveed shades. Thhis method haas an
additionaal advantage. It eliminates any uncertainnties
caused bby lack of direct inform
mation on offfice
occupanccy.
The curreent analysis found
f
that SM
MR for the nearn
south faccing façade could
c
be up to
t 5 times higher
than the nnear-north faccing one, while the SMR vaalues
for near--east and neaar-west façadde lie in-betw
ween
(Figure 77). Fewer than
n 12% of the shades
s
are mooved
every houur (SMR<12%
%), with an avverage SMR value
v
of 8.1% for
f near-south
h, 5.4% for neear-west, 7.4%
% for
near-east and 2.9% forr near-north façades,
fa
indicaating
that façaade orientatioon might havve an impactt on
shade moovement.
Many stuudies agree that
t
SMR inccreases at cerrtain
times of tthe day. Haldii and Robinsoon (2010) repoorted
SMR peaaks upon arrival at the office.
o
Zhang and
Barrett (22012) observ
ved SMR incrreasing as gllobal
horizontaal radiation reeached its peaak value. Figuure 8
(shown oon last page) presents thee daily trendss on
moved shhades for the four façade oorientations. Note
N
that no reesults were repported for NE and NW façaades,
between 5PM-6PM as the total number
n
of mooved
w
fewer thaan 10 and thuss no results could
shades were
be drawnn due to low statistical
s
population. The peak
p
of daily S
SMR occurs between
b
12PM
M-3PM (Figuree 7),
with 60%
%-70% of thee moved shaddes being tow
wards
lowering,, for all orien
ntations (Figuure 8). Relatiively
high SMR
R values are noted
n
betweenn 8AM-9AM, for
the SE annd SW façaddes, with the tendency to raise
r
the shadees (60%-95%
% of the movved shades). This
T
contradiccts with Inouee et al. (19888) that noted that
occupants lower their near-east faccing shades upon
u
arrival at the office, inn order to preevent glare cauused
by the low
w altitude morrning sun.
Finally, nno direct correelation or thresshold was eviident
between SMR and irradiance values (gllobal
horizontaal, incident on the faççade, transmitted
through ffaçade) or solaar penetration depth.

Reggarding percentage of movement
m
foor moved
shades, 35% of the adjusted shades were m
moved by
onee third of the window
w
heighht (Figure 9), indicating
thatt any occupaant-behaviourr model deveeloped on
shade controls should includde at least 4 position
stepps, (fully closed, 1/3 openn, 2/3 open, and fully
opeen). Noted thatt, any shade position
p
movem
ments less
thann 10% were discarded,
d
duue to high phootographic
anggles of incidennce.

Figgure 7 Daily SMR
S
for the fo
our façade oriientations
and avveraged for thhe three days

F
Figure
9 Perceentage of moveement betweenn moved
shades, averaged for the three dayys
On view to outd
doors
It iss difficult to quantify
q
any effects that viiew to the
outddoors has onn occupants’ preferences on shade
possition, using only direct observation
o
t
techniques
suchh as time-lapsse photographhy. The authors support
the notion that occupants
o
do put significannt thought
intoo positioning their shades (Rubin
(
et al., 1987). In
connjunction with
h the infrequen
nt use of shadee, the lack
of correlation
c
orr threshold between
b
MSO
O or SMR
andd irradiance vaalues or solarr penetration depth,
d
and
the fact that maany studies iddentified the desire of
occcupants to outside view (Veeitch and Farlley, 2001)
the following hyypothesis is made:
m
The shaades were
% (MSO=70%
%-80%) in
possitioned downn to 70%-80%
order to place the bottom of
o the shade near the
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horizon line. This way, the view field of an averageheight occupant, seated 1 meter from the façade, will
be protected from the bright sky; while he will
maintain view to the outdoors (Figure 10).
Unfortunately, this hypothesis can be only tested
with directly interviewing the occupants; this action
was not taken on this work. Future studies should
consider validating or rejecting this hypothesis on
their analysis and possibly providing an answer on
why occupants rarely readjust their shades.

Figure 10 Window on the SE façade, with an
indication of the horizon line

CONCLUSIONS
An alternative approach on time-lapse photography
technique was presented. A semi-automated image
recognition algorithm was created, able to process
time-lapsed images of large-scale façades. The new
approach was applied to a study case of a high-rise
building, consisting of open plan offices. The study
found that façade orientation influences the average
shade position as well as frequency of movement.
The highest Mean Shade Occlusions were observed
on the near south-facing façade (MSO=84%), while
the lowest was on the near-north facing façade
(MSO=60%). Similarly, Shade Movement Rate for
the near-south facing façade was observed to be up to
5 times higher than the near-north facing one, while

the SMR values for near-east and near-west façade
lie in-between.
While it was found that façade orientation has a
major impact on both MSO and SMR, this is almost
certainly related to solar intensity and geometry
patterns and not merely the orientation. This notion is
supported by the observation that the peak of daily
SMR for all façade orientations coincide with the
daily peak of global horizontal radiation (between
12PM-3PM), with 60%-70% of the moved shades
being lowered. However, no direct correlation or
threshold was evident between MSO, SMR and
irradiance values (global horizontal, incident on the
façade, transmitted through façade) or solar
penetration depth. This is possibly because the
monitoring period was throughout clear days, while it
should include intermediate as well as overcast sky
conditions.
It was shown that occupants make little effort to
change their shades, confirming previous studies. An
average shade use rate of 0.5/day was observed, with
the 72% of the shades never adjusted, throughout the
period of observation. Considering that the study
took place on an open plan office building, the
inactivity might be due to the fact that the occupants
tend to be “more loose on their environment”, in a
shared space (Boyce, 1980).
Finally, the study noted that 35% of the adjusted
shades were moved by one third of the window
height, indicating that any occupant-behaviour model
developed on shade controls should include at least 4
position steps. Note that the findings of this study
should be taken within the context of open plan
offices, under sunny days.
Future Work
In the future, observation periods should be extended
to several weeks, including variation of weather
conditions and if possible, spread throughout a year,
to capture any seasonal effects on shade patterns. An
effort should be made to develop mathematical
relationships and statistical occupant behaviour
models that could be employed by building
simulation programs and shade controls, realistically
replicating occupants-controlled shade patterns.

NOMENCLATURE
Mj

= ratio of shades moved j times, on a period
(e.g. daily)
MMR = Mean Movement Rate
MSO = Mean Shade Occlusion
n
= total number of shades
N
= number of shades moved between
two discrete times
p
= fraction closed of shade
SMR = Shade Movement Rate
SUR = Shade Use Ratio
t
= timestep
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Subscripts
i
= shade index number
j
= shade use index number
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Figure 4 Daily Mean Shade Occlusion for the four façade orientations and averaged for the three days

Figure 8 Direction of movement between moved shades, for the four façade orientations and averaged for the
three days
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